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1. Clarify the value of digital twins in a “Pharma 4.0” context

2. Design Thinking & Agile methodology to define & solve abstract problems 

3. How to use a “hacking approach” to build the first prototype and test hypothesis 

4. How to link the business needs with information exchange technology

5. Start-Up mindset to enable innovation « from within the org ».

The 5 Objectives of This Class
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1. Origination of the 
problem: 

How it all started



Some Words about GSK



Some Words about GSK



What is the mission of the FEED department?

*map displays site-based projects only

FEED: Front End Engineering and Design



How it all started: the origination

GSK tout droits reserves

GSK tout droits reserves

Information bin



Ironically… the workforce spends 61% of its time in 
communicating information or in looking for information. 

We call it the hidden factory

Information bin

?
?

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy


Pharma 4.0 challenges & Digital Twin
DEFINITION INTRODUCTION 

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS CONFUSION 
HOLDS US BACK

Industry is currently burdened by competing 
definitions, misunderstandings, and confusion 
around what a digital twin is and what it can do. 

It is a means not an end!



Pharma 4.0 challenges & Digital Twin
DEFINITION INTRODUCTION 

From ISPE Pharma 4.0 roadmap: https://ispe.org/initiatives/pharma-4.0



Pharma 4.0 challenges & Digital Twin
DEFINITION INTRODUCTION 
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2. Getting unstuck by 
changing perspective…

Our first steps into Design 
Thinking and Agile methods. 



1st step was looking at the problem from a different perspective

15

CAPEX OPEX

Human Centric ≠ Software & Platform Centric



2nd step was to approach technology differently by 
breaking down the problem

The « App » to « Use Case » approach was naturally 
leading us toward Agile thinking: « delivering quality to 
the customer early and often » 

“App Store”

Philosophy ?

•
•
•
•
•
•

https://unsplash.com/@benst2 87
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3rd step is to glue the Human, Physical & Digital and 
Data exchange in the simplest way possible 

3D geometry

Spatial localisation

Engineering description

Documents

Resources planning

Asset Management & 
Maintenance

Compliance

Product & Operations

Sensors

Performance Management

Tasks & Priorities
GLUE:

“Truth 
overlay& 
mesh-
up”

They make it They run it

–

They all need it for fit for purpose use cases:
With one universal concept: find the right 
information at the right time 



What does “glue” mean technology speaking?

Applications
User Interface

–

APIs

Spatial 
common data 
environment

ERP

MES

Other

Data Environment

request

answer



Workflow coordination enables connection 
of processes, teams and digital systems

Outcomes

Greater agility

Higher productivity

Improved risk management

Better stakeholder satisfaction

PROJECT
TEAM

DATA 
PLATFORM

CLIENT
TEAM

SUPPLIER
BASE

ECOSYSTEM
PARTNERS



3. Designing a prototype:
Our first steps into the 
“hacking approach”. 



Dec 2019-Jan 2020: Prototyping kick-off
« hack » mindset



A short video

▪



4. Sharing and socialising our 
mini “hack” App…

An emergence of an unmet 
need…?



IS THERE A SPACE 
CONTEXTUALISATION 

PULL
?

Parma

Rosia

Vx-Wavre

CH
Nyon

What if the space contextualisation was an essential 

ingredient of the Information Glue?



5. Our Scientific Hypothesis 
for further research on 

Information
Exchange for Human Users



Why Space contextualisation matters?
How can it solve the hidden factory

Cognitive Science Research

Space contextualisation is associated to memory 
performance of the human brain.
Neuroimaging evidence suggests that superior
memorisers engage brain regions related to spatial
memory as a learning strategy to memorise and recall
information (Maguire, 2002).

The ancient method of loci (MOL) or memory palace is 
attributed to the Greek poet Simonides in 477 and used 
by memory champions (and Sherlock Holmes).

Research suggests that the spatial mnemonic technique 
can be applied to manage today’s information overload 
and has been positively tested in education studies 
using simple spatial anchors to memorise items 
(Putnam, 2015) 

Tech Development success

In 15 years the Google Maps API has become an essential 
and unified platform of great value substrate for many 
services such as ridesharing and business information 
overlay. (Arup, Digital Twin Report, 2019)

Google’s co-founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page, thought 
that geospatial – data and information related to maps 
and location services - was a key element of Google’s 
organising the world’s information.

The future of the digital map, however, is not actually of 
the map, but using the map. Eg: Niantic Labs
Field Trip, or, Ingress. These are the next evolution of the 
map, humanising and contextualising location to make it 
more relevant to the human users and indoor usage is the 
next frontier. (Gibbs, 2015, The Guardian)

https://www.fieldtripper.com/
https://www.ingress.com/


6. Conclusions



TECHNICAL CONCLUSION: THE NEED OF COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT

Applications
User Interface
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APIs

Spatial 
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environment
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Other

Data Environment
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answer
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